Windows Game Product Comparison Chart
Strat-O-Matic Windows game packages include all of the features that make our software the
greatest and most accurate baseball sim game out there. The difference in each package will be
the extras that you receive. We have four different computer game packages available:
Note: Season Rosters are player add-ons that require a game version purchase to install and
play.
NOTE: Please check the year on all of the “Current Edition” Board Games and Windows
Games, as the production time on all of the new seasons for each sport may vary.
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Strat-O-Matic Baseball
Our base game package that includes everything you need to
get started with the best baseball sim game ever. Each game
version includes the most currently completed season roster with
your purchase.

X

Strat-O-Matic Baseball with Cards
The best of both worlds! Our outstanding computer baseball sim
game combined with the complete set of cards for our board
game. If you like to play both the board and computer games,
this is the package for you.
NOTE: This package only includes the board game cards, it
does not include the board game parts.

X

X

Strat-O-Matic Baseball with Card Image
If you like the idea of playing the computer game "old school" by
using the cards but don't have the room on your desk, then the
Card Image module is for you. The Card Image is a powerful tool
that will allow you to access a player's card image from
anywhere within the computer game. Viewing a player's card is
the best way to analyze a player's abilities or to compare players
when creating lineups or making substitutions.
NOTE: the Card Image feature must be purchased up front
with your game. This feature cannot be added on later to a
game that does not include the Card Image feature.

X

X

Strat-O-Matic Baseball with Cards and Card Image
Welcome to the Show. This 3-in-1 package gives you
everything. The ability to play the best baseball sim game ever
with all the bells and whistles.

X

X

X

